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We studied the nuclear dynamics in diatomic molecules (N2, O2, and CO) following their interaction with
intense near-IR few-cycle laser pulses. Using Coulomb-explosion imaging in combination with the pump-probe
approach, we mapped dissociation pathways of those molecules and their molecular ions. We identified all
symmetric and asymmetric breakup channels for molecular ions up to N5+2 , O4+2 , and CO4+. For each of those
channels we measured the kinetic energy release (KER) spectra as a function of delay between the pump and
probe pulses. For both N2 and O2 the asymmetric (3,1) channel is only observed for short (<20 fs) delays and
completely disappears after that. We interpret this observation as a signature of electron localization taking place
in dissociating molecular tri-cations when their internuclear separation reaches about 2.5 times the equilibrium
bond length. This is a direct confirmation that electron localization plays an essential role in the universal
mechanism of enhanced ionization in homonuclear diatomic molecules. Using classical and quantum mechanical
simulations of the time-dependent KER spectra, we identify the pathways and intermediate states involved in the
laser-induced dissociation of those molecules.
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I. INTRODUCTION
The interaction of intense near-IR few-cycle laser pulses
with molecules is a subject of significant current interest. Even
the simplest diatomic molecule with its additional nuclear
degrees of freedom presents a much higher level of complexity
than an atom. The molecules can rotate, vibrate, dissociate,
and be aligned or oriented. In addition to that, all the strong-
field phenomena discovered and studied in atoms—excitation,
single and multiple ionization, high harmonic generation—
depend nontrivially on the molecular structure (bond lengths
and electronic wave functions) and orientation with respect to
the laser polarization. With most molecular processes occur-
ring on time scales from a few to hundreds of femtoseconds,
femtosecond laser pulses focused to achieve electric field
strengths comparable to those inside molecules offer an ideal
tool to interrogate, manipulate, and control molecules.
Among molecules, light and heavy hydrogen and their
molecular ions remain the most popular and widely studied
targets. These simple prototypical systems exhibit a full range
of molecular strong-field phenomena, while remaining the
only ones amenable to credible ab initio theoretical treatment.
In particular, such phenomena as bond softening [1–4] and
charge-resonance enhanced ionization [5] (CREI) were first
discovered, studied, and understood in hydrogen. Hydrogen
was also the molecule in the seminal “molecular clock”
experiments [6,7].
Compared to atoms, diatomic molecules like nitrogen have
additional degrees of freedom that make their dynamics in
the laser field much more complicated. Alignment, symmetric
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and asymmetric charge breakup, enhanced ionization at critical
internuclear distance, and a variety of dissociation pathways
associated with different electronic states of the parent
molecular ions come into play. Many recent studies were
dedicated to the study of field-induced alignment [8,9], the
angular dependence of the ionization rate [10], and symmetric
and asymmetric molecular fragmentation with a single laser
pulse [11,12]. These experiments were traditionally conducted
by measuring the time of flight and/or kinetic energy release
(KER) of the atomic fragments, assuming that this energy
originated from Coulomb repulsion of the nuclei. The studies
showed that the internuclear distance at the moment of
separation was about the same regardless of the charge state
or even the molecule. It was approximately equal to 2–3 times
Re (Re is the equilibrium bond length of a neutral molecule in
its ground electronic and vibrational state). The experimental
KER of the fragments was found to be low compared to the
Coulomb kinetic energy for laser pulses of 20 fs and longer
for nitrogen as well as for several other diatomic molecules
[11–14]. These observations are consistent with the theoretical
ionization-rate dependence on the internuclear distance and
enhanced ionization at a critical internuclear separation [10].
The traditional approach with a single long pulse does not
give an answer to the question of how exactly molecular
expansion occurs and contains no information on the ionization
and dissociation pathways. Observation of the dynamics of
internuclear motion requires femtosecond time resolution.
Understanding the mechanisms of enhanced ionization, the
symmetric and asymmetric dissociation and excitation of
molecular and atomic ions may involve many nuclear and
electronic degrees of freedom and are only possible by probing
the change in the molecular structure as a function of time
using ultrashort pulses [15]. While longer (>20 fs) pulses are
sufficient to map slower rotational dynamics in molecules like
N2 and O2, the vibrational and dissociative dynamics occur on
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a much faster time scale and therefore require shorter pulses
(<10 fs) to map nuclear motion and to avoid the enhanced
ionization at a critical distance [10].
In our experiments we measured the KER of charge sym-
metric and asymmetric Coulomb breakup of homonuclear N2
and O2 and heteronuclear CO diatomic molecules as a function
of time. This was done by ionizing and exciting the molecules
with an IR laser pulse from their neutral ground states to
unknown excited electronic states of the molecular ions on
which the nuclear dynamics would be observed. Then a second
pulse was employed to project an evolving nuclear wave
packet onto a known Coulomb repulsive state. Both pulses
were shorter than 10 fs, so the changes in the molecular
orientation and internuclear separation during the interaction
with the pulse were very small. Using the Coulomb-explosion
technique [16] and our pump-probe experiment, we mapped
the complete dissociative nuclear dynamics of those molecules
following their interaction with the laser pulse. In this paper we
also present classical and quantum models which describe a
general way to simulate the dynamics of a nuclear wave packet
and to identify parent molecular ions and relevant electronic
states that determine the molecular dynamics of a diatomic
molecule.
II. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
In our experiment we used a coincident momentum imaging
technique known as COLTRIMS [17] and the pump-probe
approach for studying time-resolved molecular dynamics.
The setup is schematically shown in Fig. 1. The laser pulse
generated by a Ti:sapphire amplifier with a repetition rate of
1 kHz, central wavelength of 800 nm, and duration of 35 fs
(full width at half maximum, FWHM) was compressed to
about 8 fs with a hollow core Ne-filled fiber and a set
of chirped mirrors (Femtolasers). Two germanium plates
set at the Brewster angle together with a half-wave plate
located before the fiber were used to control intensity of
the laser field. Pump and probe pulses were produced with
a Mach-Zehnder interferometer; the delay was controlled by
a computer-controlled translation stage in the probe arm of
the interferometer. To vary the intensity and diameter of the
pump pulse we had a variable aperture in the pump arm of the
interferometer. The peak intensity of the pulses was calibrated
FIG. 1. (Color online) Schematic of the experimental setup.
in situ by the method described by Alnaser et al. [18].
The peak intensity of the pulses varied from 8×1014 to 5×
1015 W cm−2. The polarization of the laser field after the
germanium plates was horizontal (parallel to the time-of-flight
axis of the spectrometer).
Following the interferometer, the pump and probe pulses
were overlapped in space and time at zero delay and directed
into the UHV COLTRIMS chamber. The chamber design is
described in detail elsewhere [13]. Inside the chamber the laser
beams were focused by a spherical mirror onto the supersonic
target gas jet which was also orthogonal to the time-of-flight
axis. The pump pulse ionizes and excites the neutral molecules
inside the interaction volume. The probe pulse comes after
a certain variable delay to interrogate the dynamics by
the Coulomb explosion of the molecular ion. Molecular
fragments are carried to the time- and position-sensitive
detector (Roentdek) by a uniform electric field of 10–30 V
cm−1 applied across the spectrometer. The timing and
position information, along with the known value of the
electric field and travel distance inside the spectrometer, was
used to measure the KER of each pair of ions. To analyze the
correlated (coming from the same molecule) ion pairs we only
selected pairs of fragments with total momentum close to zero.
III. SIMULATIONS
A. Classical model
Our experimental results can be simulated most easily using
purely classical equations of motion and available potential
energy curves from the literature. We assume that one (or
more) electron is removed by a pump pulse from a neutral
molecule in its ground state at the equilibrium internuclear
distance. Then, in the classical picture, the “particle” with mass
equal to the reduced mass of the nuclei starts moving with zero
initial velocity in the potential of the molecular ion. For N2
molecular ions, this potential [19,20] can be purely repulsive,
may possess a single minimum, or can be more complicated
in shape (Fig. 2). We simulate the subsequent motion of the
particle separately in each of these potentials. This motion is
followed by a consecutive Coulomb explosion induced by the
delayed probe pulse. Ultimately, we obtain a kinetic energy
release for the explosion fragments as a function of time delay
that can be compared with our experimental spectra. In the
experiment the probe pulse comes with various delays and
breaks the molecular ion into two ionic atomic fragments.
Thus, to simulate the time dependence of the final kinetic
energy, we have to add the Coulomb repulsion energy of the
resulting fragments to the kinetic energy the particle gained
on the ionic potential before the arrival of the probe pulse.
To find out which of the many dissociation pathways is
operational in our experimental conditions, we have to make an
educated guess and try out a number of different potential
curves as intermediate states in the dissociation process. In our
calculations we used potential curves for various electronic
states of different molecular ions of N2, O2, and CO that could
be found in the literature. By looking at dissociation limits,
shapes and slopes of the potential curves and comparing them
to the behavior of experimental KER spectra as a function
of time, we selected some of them as trial curves for our
calculations.
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FIG. 2. (Color online) Several low-lying potential energy curves
for the N2 molecule and N+2 , N2+2 , and N3+2 molecular ions [19,20].
In the experiment several consecutive ionizations can occur
during the (pump or probe) pulse with some short time delay,
which is a fraction of the pulse duration. The nuclear wave
packet (corresponding to a classical particle in this model)
can move on one or two additional intermediate states before
the Coulomb explosion. The time between these ionization
steps allows for a slight change in internuclear distance,
which reduces or increases the final KER, depending on the
particle’s direction of motion. This is reflected by the fact
that the experimental KER is always lower than what the
model with instantaneous ionization would predict. This effect
was accounted for in our calculations by adding one more
intermediate state and letting the classical particle move in an
average potential for a short time, which we introduce as a
parameter. Varying this parameter we matched the calculated
energy at zero delay with the experimental value. We reach
the best agreement with the experiment when this parameter
is equal to 5 fs which is about two thirds of the pulse duration
(FWHM). The details of the classical calculations are given in
Appendix A.
B. Quantum mechanical model
A more accurate way of modeling the nuclear dynamic
is to take into account quantum effects. From the quantum
mechanical (QM) point of view the solution to our problem can
be found by solving the time-dependent Schro¨dinger equation
(TDSE) with a certain potential. Such an approach accounts for
such purely quantum effects as tunneling through a barrier and
the initial width and shape and subsequent spread of a nuclear
wave packet during its evolution [21]. We used the same
Born-Oppenheimer potential energy curves as in the classical
simulations. In our QM model the laser pulse is assumed to be
short and does not couple the potential curves. After removal of
one or two electrons from the neutral molecule at time t0 = 0
the initial ground state nuclear wave packet was assumed
to undergo a Franck-Condon transition to one of the ionic
potential energy curves. The field-free propagation on those
curves was performed by solving the TDSE on a numerical grid
using the Crank-Nicholson scheme [22–24]. After some delay,
the probe pulse removes additional electrons, transferring the
wave packet onto the final (Coulombic) curve. As for the
classical model, in order to take into account the fact that
these electrons are not removed instantaneously by the probe
pulse of a finite width, we let the wave packet evolve briefly
(field-free) on an intermediate state. The time of propagation
on that state is a parameter in our model, which we vary to
match the calculated zero-delay KERs with the experimental
values. As was the case with the classical simulation, we
found the optimal time in all cases to be about 5 fs. Finally,
to calculate the time-dependent KER spectra, we projected
the nuclear wave packets calculated for each time delay
onto the continuous Coulomb radial (l = 0) wave functions,
which are the eigenfunctions of the final repulsive Coulomb
potential. The details of the calculation are presented in
Appendix B.
IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
A. Nitrogen
1. Experimental results
Figure 3 shows a PIPICO (photoion-photoion coincidence)
spectrum where each point represents one pair of ion frag-
ments, with X and Y values representing the two corresponding
times of flight. The sharp lines in panel (a) correspond to the
real coincidences (with near-zero total momentum) for each
breakup channel observed in the experiment, except those
with unobserved neutral partners. The rest of the features
are due to random coincidences of ions originating from
different molecules. To remove the false coincidences while
emphasizing the real ones we applied a method of random
coincidences subtraction. The method involves subtraction of
a similar PIPICO spectrum generated by using pairs of ions
produced by two consecutive laser pulses which cannot come
from the same molecule. The method is presented in detail
in [25]. A subtracted spectrum is shown in Fig. 3(b) from
which one can easily identify all breakup channels that we
observe in the experiment.
The time-dependent KER spectra for four breakup chan-
nels, N+ + N+ (1,1), N2+ + N+ (2,1), N2+ + N2+ (2,2), and
N3+ + N2+ (3,2), are presented in Fig. 4. Zero on the delay
axis of these plots means that the pump and probe pulses
come at the same time. Negative delays correspond to the
reverse order of the pulses. If the pump and probe pulses
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FIG. 3. (Color online) PIPICO spectra for the Coulomb explosion of N2: vertical and horizontal axes are the times of flight of the first
and second ion from each pair of detected ions. (a) The sharp lines are the real coincidences, and the more diffuse background corresponds
to random coincidences of ion pairs, originating from different molecules. (b) The same spectrum after subtracting a spectrum of random
coincidences generated using pairs of ions from two different laser pulses.
were of the same peak intensity and had the same beam size,
this picture would be symmetric about the zero delay. These
spectra reveal several time-dependent features that reflect the
behavior of parts of the nuclear wave packet, such as its motion
on dissociative and quasibound electronic potentials of several
transient molecular ions. The descending traces start at about
25 eV for the (2,1) channel, 45 eV for (2,2), and 65 eV for
(3,2), and smoothly go down to be separated into distinct
traces at larger delays. Each of those traces reaches a certain
asymptotic energy, which corresponds to the ultimate energy
of molecular dissociation of some intermediate molecular ion.
At large delays the probe pulse ionizes ion fragments which are
already well separated spatially, so that the second ionization
does not add any extra Coulomb energy to the final KER; all the
kinetic energy is gained in the intermediate charge state. That
allows us to identify intermediate charge states by comparing
the asymptotic energies in the time-dependent KER spectra
with the single-pulse spectra of various dissociation channels.
FIG. 4. (Color online) Time-dependent KER spectra (integrated over the solid 4π angle) for N2 for (a) N+ + N+, (b) N2+ + N+,
(c) N2+ + N2+, and (d) N3+ + N2+ breakup channels. The pump (probe) pulse has a width of 8 fs (8 fs) (FWHM) and an intensity of
8 × 1014 W/cm2 (17 × 1014W/cm2).
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FIG. 5. (Color online) Time-dependent KER spectra (integrated over the full 4π solid angle) for N2+ + N2+ breakup channel. The pump
(probe) pulse has a width of 8 fs (8 fs) (FWHM) and an intensity of 8 × 1014 W/cm2 (17 × 1014 W/cm2). (a) Full spectrum with intermediate
charge states indicated. (b) Same spectrum zoomed on the short delay times.
For instance, for the (2,2) final channel (shown in more
detail in Fig. 5) there are four possible intermediate disso-
ciative charge states: (1,0), (1,1), (2,0), and (2,1). However,
only three dissociative traces are visible in the time-dependent
KER spectra. We identify them as originating from (1,0), (1,1),
and (2,1) intermediate dissociative channels. The assignment
for (1,1) and (2,1) channels is based on the fact that their
asymptotic energies at large delays equal peak energies in the
KER spectra of the same channels measured in single-pulse
experiments. While we cannot use a similar comparison to
assign the (1,0) channel, since we do not detect neutral
fragments, we can make this assignment by observing that
its asymptotic energy is the same as the asymptotic energy of
the lone dissociative trace in the time-dependent KER spectra
for the (1,1) channel [Fig. 4(a)]. For (1,1) the only possible
intermediate dissociative state is (1,0). The time-independent
part of the (1,1) spectrum is due to dissociation caused in
unexcited molecules by the probe (or pump) pulses alone.
Its spectrum is the same as measured for this channel in the
single-pulse experiments. The (1,0) channel, together with
(1,1), is also clearly present in the spectra for the (2,1)
[Fig. 4(b)], since the only other possible intermediate state
in this case is the low probability (2,0).
Similarly, for the (3,2) final channel [Fig. 4(d)], out of
seven possible intermediate states—(1,0), (1,1), (2,0), (2,1),
(3,0), (2,2), and (3,1)—only three clear dissociative traces are
present, and those can be assigned via their asymptotic energies
to (1,1), (2,1), and (2,2) channels. The missing intermediate
channels are either not produced efficiently by the pump or not
ionized efficiently by the probe to yield the final (3,2) state. In
general, the relative yield of each channel is determined by the
product of relative yields for the first (pump) and the second
(probe) ionizations. Clearly, the overall yields are affected by
the order of the two nonequivalent pulses, resulting in the
time-dependent KER spectra not being symmetric around the
zero delay time.
The dependence of the relative yields of different channels
on pump and probe pulse parameters is particularly evident
in Fig. 6, which presents two more sets of data for the
same (2,2) final channel (see caption for details). Despite the
FIG. 6. (Color online) Time-dependent KER spectra (integrated over the full 4π solid angle) for the N2+ + N2+ channel. (a) For a pump
(probe) pulse duration of 8 fs (8fs) and intensity of 2 × 1015 W/cm2 (1.6 × 1015 W/cm2). (b) For a pump (probe) pulse duration of 8 fs (8fs)
and intensity of 1.6 × 1015 W/cm2 (1.2 × 1015 W/cm2).
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obvious differences, the same general features are present in
all spectra. While the asymptotic energies of the dissociative
traces do not depend on pulse parameters, the high-energy
delay-independent part of the spectra does exhibit a noticeable
energy shift for different pulse intensities. That part originates
from the nondissociative (bound or quasibound) electronic
states of the intermediate N+2 and N
2+
2 ions, which are
also populated by the pump pulse. The explosion of neutral
molecules by the probe (or pump) pulse alone will also result
in a similar KER.
That intensity-dependent energy shift can be attributed to
different relative contributions to this energy region from
N2, N+2 , and N
2+
2 , each resulting in slightly different (but
overlapping) KER spectra.
It is also interesting to note that the clear presence of the
(1,0) dissociative traces in the (1,1), (2,1), and (2,2) final
channels indicates that tunneling single ionization of N2 by
intense few-cycle near-IR laser pulses produces electronically
excited N+∗2 ions which can dissociate (the ground state cannot,
see Fig. 2) with substantial probability. This follows from the
fact that the molecular ion’s ground and lowest excited states
are not dissociative (Fig. 2). The possible mechanisms for
this excitation include recollision [26–28], resonant excitation,
[29] and shake-up [30].
The high-energy (bound-state) part of time-dependent
KER spectra exhibits a time-dependent structure indicative of
coherent vibrational motion taking place in bonding electronic
states of N+2 and N
2+
2 . Careful measurement and analysis
of that vibrational motion could, in principle, reveal exactly
which electronic states are populated by the pump. While low
statistics and a rather narrow range of delays in our coincidence
experiments precluded us from conducting such analysis here,
in another recent study of O2 performed with a velocity
map imaging apparatus [31] we were able to observe both
vibrational structure and vibrational revivals and to identify the
active electronic states based on the measured revival times.
2. Comparison with classical simulations
While the intermediate dissociation channels are straight-
forwardly identified by their fragment charges via the asymp-
totic energies, each of those channels can proceed through
a number of different electronic states having the same
dissociation limit. It is sometimes possible to identify different
electronic states by their distinct energies in high-resolution
KER spectra [13]. Can specific dissociative electronic states
be assigned based on our time-dependent KER spectra? To
answer that question we performed a series of classical and
quantum mechanical simulations described in Sec. III and
Appendixes A and B. In the following discussion we focus
on the (2,2) final channel.
The results of the classical simulations for the final (2,2)
channel are presented in Fig. 7. By plotting the calculated
curves on top of the experimental spectrum, we can immedi-
ately see that even this simple model gives us good insight
into the fragmentation process. Both asymptotic energies and
overall shapes of dissociative traces are faithfully reproduced
by the simulations.
For the N+2 intermediate ion, out of two dissociative states
used in our calculations (22g and 32u) only one (22g) fit
FIG. 7. (Color online) Classical model results for the N2++ N2+
breakup channel. (a) Schematic presentation of the wave-packet
motion on potential energy curves. (b) Classically calculated time-
dependent KER traces superimposed on the experimental spectrum.
Each line corresponds to a certain intermediate electronic state of the
molecular ion as indicated. The laser parameters are the same as in
Fig. 5.
the experimental trace. The experimental dissociation trace,
which corresponds to the N2+2 intermediate ion, is broad,
indicating that several electronic states of the ion may be
contributing to it. This is not surprising, since the density
of those N2+2 electronic states that dissociate directly after
being populated in the Frank-Condon region is high (see
Fig. 2). Three of the four N2+2 potential energy curves we tried
(c1g ,A3g , andA1u) fit well within the experimental trace,
while only one (D3g) deviated from it enough to be clearly
excluded. For the N3+2 ion we only tried one potential energy
curve of several found in the literature (4g) [21], which was
the most divergent from the Coulombic (2/R) potential. The
corresponding classical result fits the experimental trace very
well. All non-Coulombic states of N3+2 calculated in [21] are
dissociative and very close to each other in energies and shapes,
having the same dissociation limit.
The analysis is less obvious for the oscillating (bound) part
of the spectra in Fig. 7(b). Both N+2 and N2+2 have a number
of (quasi-)bound potential energy curves that would result in
overlapping KER spectra. The structure that we see at short
delays cannot be exactly matched with classical oscillations in
any of the potential wells in Fig. 2. However, not being able to
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FIG. 8. (Color online) Simulated time-dependent KER spectra for various possible dissociation pathways. (a) The experimental spectrum
is shown for comparison. (b) N2 → N2+2 (A3g) → N4+2 → N2+ + N2+. (c) N2 → N2+2 (d1g) → N4+2 → N2+ + N2+. (d) N2 → N2+2 (c1g) →
N4+2 → N2+ + N2+. The laser parameters are the same as in Fig. 5.
resolve the oscillation frequencies, we still can rule out those
states that result in KER too high or too low in comparison
to the experimental values. For instance, we can rule out the
A2u state of N+2 , while the A1u state of N
2+
2 is a clear
possibility [cf. Fig. 7(b)].
3. Comparison with quantum mechanical simulations
A classical simulation cannot capture some important
features of quantum wave-packet motion, such as tunneling,
over-barrier reflection or spread of the wave packets. To see
how important the quantum effects are, we also performed
quantum mechanical simulations, which generated the cal-
culated time-dependent KER spectra shown for the final (2,2)
channel in Figs. 8–11. Panels (b), (c), and (d) of Fig. 8 show the
calculated spectra for wave-packet evolution on three different
electronic states of N2+2 : A3g , d1g , and c1g . At the starting
point of the evolution, a wave function is centered at 2.2
a.u. (Franck-Condon transition from N2X1g). For the A3g
and d1g the largest part of the wave packet goes over the
potential barrier and dissociates, but a small part is trapped in
a shallow potential well and keeps oscillating. We also observe
weak dissociation traces going down to the same asymptotic
energy after each oscillation, indicating tunneling through
the potential barrier. The c1g state seems to not have any
vibrational states but has a very shallow depth, which forces a
part of the wave packet to bounce once and then to completely
dissociate. Asymptotic energies for all these states converge
to the experimental value.
There are three more calculated KER spectra for the N2+2
states shown in Fig. 9: a3u, A1u, and D3g . The a3u
and A1u states both have prominent bound parts with large
amplitude and high energies compared to the experimental
spectra. The D3g state has a small feature which looks like
a reflection in a shallow well of the potential.
Figure 10 presents an excellent agreement between the
calculated spectrum for the wave-packet evolution on the 2+g
dissociative state of N+2 and the weak dissociative trace in the
experimental spectrum. Most dissociative states of the N+2 ion
are highly excited states [20], which cannot be easily populated
at our experimental conditions. The lowest energy states are
bound. Taking any of them as a trial potential in either classical
or quantum model calculations will result in pure oscillatory
spectra with energies that are much higher than those measured
in our experiments.
Figure 11 reveals the origin of the dissociative feature
with high asymptotic energy. A wave packet launched on
the dissociative non-Coulombic 4g state of the N3+2 ion
follows the experimental trace in the KER spectrum. Among
the electronic states of the N3+2 ion with the lowest dissociation
limit, 4g was picked as the most diverging from the Coulomb
2/R potential according to [21] (cf., Fig. 2). Judging from the
width and intensity of the corresponding trace in Fig. 11(a),
the intensity of the pump pulse is sufficient to populate all the
states of N3+2 that converge to the lowest dissociation limit.
4. Asymmetric breakup and electron localization
In addition to the dissociation channels already discussed,
we also measured a time-dependent KER spectrum for the
asymmetric (3,1) channel: N4+2 → N3+ + N+. This spectrum,
presented in Fig. 12, reveals a very peculiar behavior of
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FIG. 9. (Color online) Simulated time-dependent KER spectra for various possible dissociation pathways. (a) The experimental
spectrum is shown for comparison; (b) N2 → N2+2 (a3u) → N4+2 → N2+ + N2+. (c) N2 → N2+2 (A1u) → N4+2 → N2+ + N2+. (d) N2 →
N2+2 (D3g) →N4+2 → N2+ + N2+. The laser parameters are the same as in Fig. 5.
this charge-asymmetric dissociation: the dissociation trace
is present only for delays less than 20 fs and disappears
completely for longer delays. While it is operational, it
behaves similarly to all dissociative traces observed in other
channels, starting at around 36 eV at zero delay and going
down to about 17 eV at 20 fs. What is striking is that the
yield of this channel abruptly goes to zero at around 20 fs and
remains zero thereafter.
The phenomenon of charge asymmetric dissociation was
observed in earlier studies with single pulses longer than
30 fs [12]. That study concluded, based on indirect evidence,
that in N2 the (3,1) channel is created only at small internuclear
separations early in the pulse. Our time-resolved measurement
is the first direct experimental validation of that conclusion.
We propose a simple intuitive explanation for this peculiar
behavior. The pump pulse triply ionizes neutral N2 and the
resulting molecular tri-cation N3+2 starts to dissociate. After the
dissociating N3+2 reaches some critical internuclear distance,
the unpaired electron becomes localized near one of the two
nuclei, yielding a pair of distinct atomic ions N2+ and N+. Once
that happens, any further single ionization by the probe pulse
will remove the electron with much higher probability from
N+ (rather than from N2+) due to its much lower ionization po-
tential. Therefore, the emerging overwhelming dominance of
the symmetric (2,2) channel over the asymmetric (3,1) channel
signifies that the unpaired electron is completely localized.
FIG. 10. (Color online) (a) Experimental spectrum and (b) simulated time-dependent KER spectra for N2 → N+2 (2+g ) → N4+2 →
N2+ + N2+ dissociation pathway. The laser parameters are the same as in Fig. 5.
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FIG. 11. (Color online) (a) Experimental spectrum and (b) simulated time-dependent KER spectra for the N2 → N3+2 (4g) → N4+2 →
N2+ + N2+ dissociation pathway. The laser parameters are the same as in Fig. 5.
Such electron localization was postulated to play a crucial
role in enhanced tunneling ionization at the critical distance of
homonuclear diatomic molecules [10]. While unambiguously
supported by theoretical modeling only in H+2 [5,10], this phe-
nomenon [often referred to also as charge-resonance enhanced
ionization (CREI) [5] is believed to be universal, at least for
diatomic molecules, with the critical distance estimated to
be also universally around 2–3 times the equilibrium bond
length for the neutral molecule. From our time-dependent
KER spectra we can easily estimate the internuclear distance at
which the electron localization occurs to be about 2.5 times the
bond length for neutral molecules in their ground electronic
state. It would be interesting to resolve the detailed temporal
dynamics of such electron localization, but that study will
likely require much shorter (attosecond) pulses.
B. Oxygen
The time-dependent KER spectra for four breakup channels
O+ + O+ (1,1), O2+ + O+ (2,1), O2+ + O2+ (2,2), and O3+ +
O+ (3,1) are shown in Fig. 13. The main features of these
spectra are similar to those seen in nitrogen. For the (1,1)
channel there is a dissociative trace that starts to be visible
FIG. 12. (Color online) The experimental time-dependent KER
spectrum (integrated over the full 4π solid angle) for the N3+ + N+
breakup channel. The laser parameters are the same as in Fig. 5.
below 6 eV after 40 fs of delay and goes down to below
3 eV at 200 fs. The high-energy part of the (1,1) spectrum
represents O+ fragments that are produced by the probe pulse
from the (quasi-)bound states of O+2 and also from the neutral
O2 molecules that were not ionized by the pump. For the (2,1)
and (2,2) channels we observe time-dependent behavior inside
the high-energy region. In addition to the common features
observed in both O2 and N2 KER spectra, such as dissociation
traces which start at zero delay, one can see that for oxygen,
parts of the wave packet start their trips down in energy later
in time, after being bound in some potential well.
More specifically, we focus on the (2,2) channel
[Fig. 13(c)], which is characterized by high statistics and clear
dynamics features at the same time. We observed that, unlike
in nitrogen, in O2 the population is distributed more evenly
between dissociative and bound states. From that observation,
one can conclude that bound or quasibound intermediate
states of the parent ions are energetically more accessible
and more easily populated for oxygen than for nitrogen at
our experimental conditions. Two dissociative traces are also
almost equally intense and come very close to each other in
energy (around 7 and 11 eV at 200 fs). Those dissociative
traces that start at later delays come to merge with the 11 eV
trace, suggesting that electronic states of the same parent Oq+2
ion are populated and cause this type of dynamics.
For nitrogen, in contrast, the bound part of the spectrum
is weak in comparison to the dissociative part. It is also
narrower in energy range, reflecting very small displacement
of bound potential energy curves upon its ionization. For N2
the dissociation trace starts at zero delay and any leaking
of the oscillating wave packet out of the potential well is
negligibly small, so it cannot be clearly distinguished in the
experimental plots. Hence it can be suggested that bound or
quasibound intermediate electronic states are hard to access
in our experimental conditions and their potential wells are
deeper in nitrogen than in oxygen. Similar to N2, KER
spectra for O2 are recorded starting from negative delays. The
asymmetry of the spectra about zero time is due to different
parameters (peak intensities and beam sizes) of the pump and
probe pulses, and it reflects different population distribution
and ionization probabilities of the intermediate states.
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FIG. 13. (Color online) The experimental time-dependent KER spectra (integrated over the solid 4π angle) for O2 for (a) O+ + O+,
(b) O2+ + O+, (c) O2+ + O2+ , and (d) O3+ + O+ breakup channels. The laser parameters are the same as in Fig. 5.
The asymmetric (3,1) breakup channel, O3+ + O+, was
also observed in our experiment (see figure 13(d)). The same
phenomenon is observed for oxygen that we noted for the
nitrogen asymmetric breakup: the bright dissociation trace that
appears at zero delay at around 40 eV goes down to about
18 eV and then disappears completely at 20 fs. This ob-
servation adds up to the conclusion that this phenomenon
is not specific to nitrogen molecule, but it is rather com-
mon for homonuclear diatomics, similarly resulting from
localization of an unpaired electron in dissociating O3+2
when its internuclear distance reaches about 2.5 times the
neutral molecule’s bond length. Such electron localization
appears to be a necessary step in the universal mechanism
of enhanced ionization of homonuclear diatomic molecules
by intense near-IR laser pulses. It must also be universal
(under appropriate conditions) for all oddly charged molecular
cations, most notably also taking place in singly charged
molecular ions. To confirm that hypothesis, one would need
to measure the time-dependent yield of the asymmetric (2,0)
channel and verify that it also disappears after similarly short
delays. Unfortunately, our detection scheme does not allow
correlated measurements for channels with neutral fragments,
and uncorrelated detection of doubly charged atomic ions
cannot be conclusive since those ions are produced via several
possible channels.
The next step is to apply our classical and quantum models,
which we already tried on the nitrogen molecule, to extract
the information about the parent ions and the electronic states
contributing to the dynamics observed in the oxygen experi-
ment. Following the classical model described in Sec. III, we
simulate the KER for the different breakup channels observed
in the experiment. For instance, the kinetic energy release for
the O2+ + O2+ channel at a certain time is calculated as a sum
of the kinetic energy acquired by the moving nuclei by that
time, and the Coulomb-repulsion energy of the ionic fragments
at internuclear separation reached by that time. Potential
energy curves for oxygen ions Oq+2 are presented in Fig. 14.
The results of our classical calculations and a schematic
drawing of the wave-packet motion on the potential energy
curves are presented in Fig. 15. The potential energy curves
for the neutral molecule and molecular ions were found in
Refs. [32–36]. As for the nitrogen molecule, we plot the
classically calculated traces on top of the experimental spectra
for the O2++ O2+ channel. As seen in Fig. 15, the upper
dissociation trace which converges to an asymptotic energy of
about 11 eV after 200 fs can be assigned to some electronic
states of the doubly charged molecular ion (only A3u is
shown in Fig. 15(b) but several other states lead to very
similar traces). The lower trace appears to mostly characterize
dissociation via population of excited states of the singly
charged molecular ion (i.e., 4g).
Obviously, it is impossible to reproduce quantum effects
of the wave-packet motion, such as leaking from the potential
well, with a purely classical model. Nonetheless, we tried to
model the oscillatory part classically, like we did for the N2
molecule. Though, it did not allow us to assign a particular
electronic state, it did allow us to exclude those states which
do not reproduce the correct KER range.
To better account for the quantum effects, we used the
quantum model described in the second part of Sec. III. As
described earlier, the model is based on solving the TDSE
for the nuclear wave-packet motion on the potential energy
curves of Oq+2 ions. The wave packet is launched by the
pump pulse by singly or multiply ionizing the neutral oxygen
molecule. The KER as a function of delay time for the (2,2)
channel was calculated by projecting the wave packet onto
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FIG. 14. (Color online) Several low-lying potential energy curves
for the O2 molecule and O+2 , O2+2 , O3+2 molecular ions [32–36].
the corresponding Coulombic wave function at each delay.
The calculated spectra for the (2,2) channel, together with the
experimental spectra, are shown in Figs. 16 and 17.
Panels (b), (c), (d), (e) and (f) of Fig. 16 show the spectra
for wave packets evolving on five different electronic states of
the O+2 ion: 24g , 12g , d4g ,f 4g , and 4g respectively.
At the starting point of the evolution the wave function is
centered at 2.4 a.u. (Franck-Condon transition from O2 X3g).
All of these states are exhibiting very similar behavior. They
are all dissociative with very shallow potential wells which
contain a few vibrational states [37]. Therefore, most of the
O+2 nuclear wave packet dissociates immediately with about
the same asymptotic kinetic energy release of 5–7 eV, which
is observed in our experiments.
A small part of the wave packet (orders of magnitude
smaller: see the color scheme to Fig. 17) stays bound for a
while but leaks out after a few oscillations and dissociates to
the same KER. Four more spectra for the nuclear wave-packet
propagation on 11u, B3u, W 3u, and 11u states of O2+2
ion are shown in Fig. 17. All four of them are characterized
by potential wells deep enough to keep a significant part of
the wave function bound and oscillating with amplitudes and
in an energy range comparable to the experimental values.
These states dissociate to the same KER of about 11 eV,
FIG. 15. (Color online) (a) Schematic presentation of wave-
packet motion on potential curves of the O+ and O2+ ions.
(b) Classically calculated time-dependent KER traces superimposed
over the experimental spectrum. Each line corresponds to a certain
intermediate electronic state of a molecular ion as indicated. The laser
parameters are the same as in Fig. 5.
which agrees very well with the corresponding features in the
experimental spectra.
C. Carbon monoxide
Figure 18 shows the time-dependent KER spectra for
four final breakup channels: C+ + O+ (1,1), C2+ + O+ (2,1),
C+ + O2+ (1,2), and C2+ + O2+ (2,2). For the (1,1) channel
[Fig. 18(a)] there is no visible kinetic energy variation with
time. Both (2,1) and (1,2) channels [Figs. 18(b) and 18(c)]
reveal features that are familiar from previous experiments
with homonuclear diatomic molecules D2, N2, O2 [7], [13].
However, the C2+ + O+ channel is more abundant than the
C+ + O2+ channel because it is easier to make C2+ than O2+
due to its lower ionization potential. The time-dependent
KER for the C2+ + O2+ fragmentation channel is shown in
Fig. 18(d).
One can distinguish dissociation traces going down to low
energy, but most of the events are concentrated in the region
between 22 and 30 eV and along dissociative traces up to
30 fs delay. Similar to N2 and O2, time-dependent KER
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FIG. 16. (Color online) Simulated time-dependent KER spectra for various possible dissociation pathways. (a) The experimental KER
spectrum is shown for comparison. (b) O2 → O+2 (24g) → O4+2 → O2+ + O2+. (c) O2 → O+2 (12g) → O4+2 → O2+ + O2+. (d) O2 →
O+2 (d4g) → O4+2 → O2+ + O2+. (e) O2 → O+2 (f 4g) → O4+2 → O2+ + O2+. (f) O2 → O+2 (4g) → O4+2 → O2+ + O2+. The laser parameters
are the same as in Fig. 5.
spectra for CO are taken starting from negative delays and
show some asymmetry due to the effect of different beam and
pulse parameters for pump and probe pulses. To interpret the
experimental results, we applied our QM model to simulate
time-dependent KER spectra for CO.
For the simulation of time-dependent KER for CO we used
the same model that was described for nitrogen and oxygen
molecules before. We modeled the final breakup channel for
which the best statistics were obtained in our experiment:
CO3+ → C2+ + O+. We approximated the breakup on
the CO3+ curve based on the 2/R Coulomb potential and
assumed that it proceeds via CO+ and CO2+ intermediate
charge states. The relevant potential energy curves for CO,
CO+, and CO2+ are presented in Fig. 19 [37–40]. The
calculated time-dependent KER spectra for the (2,1) final
channel together with the experimental spectra are shown in
Figs. 20–22.
Panels (b), (c), and (d) of Fig. 20 show, respectively, the
spectra for wave packets evolving on the E2, D2, and F 2
electronic states of the CO+ molecular ion. The initial wave
packet is obtained in the Franck-Condon approximation as a
projection of the X1+ ground state nuclear wave function
of CO. It is centered at 2.1 a.u. These three CO+ states are
all purely dissociative and converge to different asymptotic
energies. The trace in Fig. 20(c), corresponding to the D2
state, goes down to approximately 7 eV at 200 fs delay and
follows one of the dissociative traces in the experimental
spectra, while the other two have higher asymptotic energies.
The states A2 and C2, corresponding to panels (b) and
(c) in Fig. 21, lead to dissociation of the wave packet with
fragment energies slightly below 5 eV at 200 fs, similar to
the spectrum in Fig. 21(a), and keep a part of the wave packet
bouncing in a potential well. The oscillating part, though, does
not quite fit any feature that we see in the experiment. The
spectrum in Fig. 22(c), in contrast, models the wave-packet
behavior on the potential curve of the b1 electronic state of
CO2+ and reveals oscillating and dissociating features closely
resembling those in the experimental spectrum. Though we
are not able to resolve clearly the oscillating structure in the
energy region between 13 and 18 eV in the experimental
plot, we see that in the simulated spectra the bound part
falls within the same energy range. Dissociation on the b1
[Fig. 22(c)] and c1 [Fig. 22(d)] potential energy curves
of CO2+ produces a time-dependent KER spectrum which
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FIG. 17. (Color online) Simulated time-dependant KER spectra for various possible dissociation pathways. (a) The experimental KER
spectrum is shown for comparison. (b) O2 → O2+2 (11u) → O4+2 → O2+ + O2+. (c) O2 → O2+2 (B3u) → O4+2 → O2+ + O2+, (d) O2 →
O2+2 (W 3u) →O4+2 → O2+ + O2+. (e) O2 → O2+2 (11u) → O4+2 → O2+ + O2+. The laser parameters are the same as in Fig. 5.
fits the experimental trace with the 7 eV asymptotic energy.
The calculated spectrum in Fig. 22(b) for the wave-packet
evolution on the CO2+ (A2) potential energy curve does not
reproduce the experimental features.
V. SUMMARY
We investigated the nuclear dynamics in molecular
nitrogen, oxygen, and carbon monoxide following their in-
teraction with intense few-cycle laser pulses. By measuring
the time-dependent fragment KER spectra after Coulomb
explosion in different breakup channels, we observed the
process of molecular dissociation as it occurred in real time.
We simulated our experimental result using classical and
quantum mechanical models. Good agreement between the
experiments and simulations allows us to identify transient
electronic and charge states and pathways involved in the
dynamics. For both N2 and O2 we were able to precisely
time the localization dynamics of an unpaired electron in a
dissociating molecule, which occurs just 20 fs after the initial
ionization. We have also determined that this localization
takes place when the internuclear distance increases to about
2.5 times the equilibrium bond length. This distance is the
same as the critical distance for enhanced ionization deduced
from indirect measurements, thus confirming experimentally
that electron localization is an essential step in the enhanced
ionization mechanism and that it is a common feature among
homonuclear diatomic molecules.
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APPENDIX A: CLASSICAL MODEL
Considering one electronic state V(R) of the molecular ion
at a time, we solve Newton’s equations of motion for a particle
with the reduced mass µ = m1m2/(m1 + m2) of the two nuclei
at time t = 0 at the equilibrium position Re of the neutral
molecule, subject to the initial conditions R(t = 0) = Re and
dR/dt (t = 0) = 0. We then calculate for all internuclear
distances R of the molecular ion the acceleration
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FIG. 18. (Color online) The experimental time-dependent KER spectra for final the breakup channels (a) CO2+ → C+ + O+, (b) CO3+ →
C2+ + O+, (c) CO3+ → C+ + O2+, and (d) CO4+ → C2+ + O2+. The pump (probe) pulse has a duration of 8 fs (8 fs) and an intensity of
9 × 1014 W/cm2 (14 × 1014W/cm2).
kinetic energy
Ekin(R) = V (R) − V (Re), (A2)
FIG. 19. (Color online) Selected potential energy curves for the





and time interval it takes to change the position by R




To calculate the kinetic energy release we add the Coulomb-




EKER(R(t)) = Ekin(R(t)) + ECE(R(t)). (A6)
Using an equidistant numerical grid (R1,R2,...,Rn)with
sufficiently small spatial steps R (we use a value of
0.005 a.u. in our numerical calculations), we apply the
trapezoid rule in order to approximate
an = a(Rn − R/2) = − 1
µ
V (Rn) − V (Rn−1)
R
, (A7)
tn = t(Rn) = −v(Rn−1) +
√









To compare our classical propagation results with measured
KERs, we plot the calculated curves KER (tn) on top of the
experimental spectra.
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FIG. 20. (Color online) Simulated time-dependent KER spectra for the CO → C2+ + O+ final fragmentation channel. (a) The experimental
KER spectrum is shown for comparison; simulated results for different pathways: (b) CO → CO+(E2) → CO3+ → C2+ + O+, (c) CO →
CO+(D2) → CO3+ → C2+ + O+, and (d) CO → CO+(F 2) → CO3+ → C2+ + O+. Laser parameters are the same as in Fig. 18.
FIG. 21. (Color online) Simulated time-dependent KER spectra for the CO → C2+ + O+ final fragmentation channel. (a) The experimental
KER spectrum is shown for comparison; simulated results for different pathways: (b) CO → CO+(A2) →CO3+ → C2+ + O+, (c) CO →
CO+(C2) → CO3+ → C2+ + O+, (d) CO → CO+(B2) → CO3+ → C2+ + O+. Laser parameters are the same as in Fig. 18.
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FIG. 22. (Color online) Simulated time-dependent KER spectra for the CO → C2+ + O+ final fragmentation channel. (a) The experimental
KER spectrum is shown for comparison; simulated results for different pathways: (b) CO → CO2+(3S−) → CO3+ → C2+ + O+, (c) CO→
CO2+(b1) → CO3+ → C2+ + O+, (d) CO → CO2+(c1) → CO3+ → C2+ + O+. Laser parameters are the same as in Fig. 18.
APPENDIX B: QUANTUM MECHANICAL MODEL




(R,t) = ˆH(R,t), (B1)
on a numerical grid using the Crank-Nicholson scheme (we
use atomic unit unless indicated otherwise). Excluding laser-
induced couplings between Born-Oppenheimer (BO) elec-
tronic states of the molecular ion, the potential energy operator
ˆV in the Hamiltonian ˆH = ˆT + ˆV (R) becomes diagonal, such
that ˆH = ˆT + V (R)δij , where V(R) is the BO potential for a
given electronic state of the molecular ion. ˆT is the kinetic
energy operator





Equation (B.1) can be formally integrated as








where τˆ is the time-ordering operator and (R,t0) the initial
wave packet which we choose to be the wave function of the
neutral molecule in its electronic and vibrational ground state.
For sufficiently small time steps t (we use t = 0.1 a.u. in







1 − i ∧H t2
)/(
1 + i ∧H t2
)
(tn). (B5)
Using a three-point finite differencing, we represent
the kinetic energy operator in terms of the tridiagonal
matrix
(TR)ij = − 12µR2 (δi,j−1 − 2δi,j + δi,j+1). (B6)
In our QM model the short laser pulse does not couple the
potential curves, but only removes electrons, thus transferring
the nuclear wave packet from one potential curve to another
without affecting its shape (Frank-Condon transition). The
following time propagation is carried out without a laser field.
After some delay, the probe pulse removes additional electrons,
transferring the wave packet to the final potential curve, which
is assumed to be Coulombic. Since electrons are not removed
instantaneously by the laser pulse of a finite width, we also
propagate the wave packet on an appropriate trial-intermediate
state. The time of this propagation is a parameter in our model
which we vary to match the calculated KER spectrum with the
experimental one.
To calculate KER as a function of time, we project (R,t)
onto the Coulomb radial (l = 0) wave function 	c(E,R). The









We performed the described calculations by adopting the
FORTRAN 90 code developed in [22–24].
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